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Abstract

This article describes the language identifica-
tion system used by the SUKI team in the 2022
Nuanced Arabic Dialect Identification (NADI)
shared task. In addition to the system descrip-
tion, we give some details of the dialect identifi-
cation experiments we conducted while prepar-
ing our submissions. In the end, we submit-
ted only one official run. We used a Naive
Bayes-based language identifier with character
n-grams from one to four, of which we imple-
mented a new version, which automatically op-
timizes its parameters. We also experimented
with clustering the training data according to
different topics. With the macro F1 score of
0.1963 on test set A and 0.1058 on test set B,
we achieved the 18th position out of the 19
competing teams.

1 Introduction

This paper describes the system used by the SUKI
team at the Nuanced Arabic Dialect Identification
(NADI) shared task 2022 (Abdul-Mageed et al.,
2022). The task was the third in a series of lan-
guage identification shared tasks focusing on Ara-
bic languages (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2020, 2021b).
In 2020, the first subtask of country-level classi-
fication was won by Talafha et al. (2020) using
multi-dialect Arabic BERT model (Devlin et al.,
2019) and the second subtask of province-level
classification by El Mekki et al. (2020) using an
ensemble of a BERT-based and a stochastic gra-
dient descent (SGD) based (Zhang, 2004) identi-
fiers. The various subtasks of the 2021 edition were
won by AlKhamissi et al. (2021) using MARBERT-
based systems (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2021a). A
recent literature review of language identification
for dialectal Arabic was conducted by Elnagar et al.
(2021) and a more general survey of language iden-
tification techniques by Jauhiainen et al. (2019d).
Deep learning, specifically BERT-based, systems
dominated the two previous NADI shared tasks.

As the SUKI team, we have participated in vari-
ous language identification (LI) related shared tasks
throughout the years with our shallow HeLI or
Naive Bayes-based systems. In 2016, we partic-
ipated in the Arabic dialect sub-task of the 3rd
edition of the Discriminating Between Similar Lan-
guages (DSL) shared task, which featured four Ara-
bic dialects in addition to Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA) (Jauhiainen et al., 2016). Using the HeLI LI
method, we arrived at the seventh position, which
was poor in contrast to the shared first place we
reached in the first sub-task of DSL that year. The
experiments described in this paper are the first
time we have returned to the identification of var-
ious Arabic languages after that. In these experi-
ments, we use a Naive Bayes (NB) based identifier
instead of one based on the HeLI method. We im-
plemented it and used it as a baseline in the 2019
Cuneiform Language Identification (CLI) shared
task (Jauhiainen et al., 2019a). During the same
year, we adapted our language model adaptation
scheme (Jauhiainen et al., 2019c) to work with
the NB implementation and won one of the two
tracks in the Discriminating between the Mainland
and Taiwan variation of Mandarin Chinese (DMT,
Zampieri et al. (2019)) shared task (Jauhiainen
et al., 2019b). More recently, we also won the Ro-
manian Dialect Identification (RDI, Chakravarthi
et al. (2021)) 2021 (Jauhiainen et al., 2021) and the
Identification of Languages and Dialects of Italy
(ITDI, Aepli et al. (2022)) 2022 (Jauhiainen et al.,
2022a) shared tasks using the adaptive version of
the NB identifier.

For the NADI shared task, we set out to find
out whether our current NB implementation would
be more competitive when distinguishing between
close Arabic languages than our HeLI-based iden-
tifier in 2016. Additionally, we were trying to de-
velop a way to use unlabeled data to improve the
identifier results. The experiments to utilize unla-
beled data were inconclusive and did not improve
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the identification results on the development set, so
we did not end up using them in the one run we
submitted. Also, as the language identification ac-
curacy was already relatively low, using language
model adaptation did not prove advantageous with
the development data. Thus we submitted our only
run using the non-adaptive NB identifier.

2 Shared Task Evaluation Setting

The third NADI shared task1 featured 18 country-
level dialects of Arabic. The official ranking metric
was the macro-averaged F1 score. The shared task
participants were given separate training and de-
velopment sets consisting of tweets labeled with
their respective country-level dialects. The training
set was the same as in the NADI 2021 shared task
(Abdul-Mageed et al., 2021b). According to the
shared task instructions, the provided development
set was not to be used as training data for the iden-
tifier used for the test data. The set sizes are seen
in Table 1.

The participants were also given the tweet IDs
of 10 million additional unlabeled Arabic tweets
that could be used in training and developing the
language identification system. The organizers pro-
vided a Python script that could be used to down-
load the corresponding tweets using a Twitter API
and their credentials. Currently, Twitter allows
Academic users to download 10 million monthly
tweets for research purposes. Due to the Twit-
ter service being repeatedly over capacity and ter-
minating the connection, the download had to be
made in 16 parts, which took almost a week. Of
the 9,999,998 downloaded tweets, 2,005,682 were
tagged as <UNAVAILABLE>.

The participants were expected to provide results
on two test sets; test set A featuring new unseen
tweets for each of the 18 dialects and test set B
featuring tweets from a subset of unknown size
from the 18 languages.

We only used the NADI-labeled training and de-
velopment sets for the submitted run. We did not
use the development set for training the final iden-
tifier; we used it only to determine the method’s
optimal parameters.

3 System

The system uses a Naive Bayes-based method using
the observed relative frequencies of multiple-size
character n-grams as probabilities. As described

1http://nadi.dlnlp.ai

by Jauhiainen et al. (2022a), the Naive Bayes type
method adds together logarithms of the relative
frequencies of character n-gram combinations fi in
the training data Cg as defined in Equation 1:

R(g,M) = −lg10

ℓ
MF∏

i=1

vCg (fi) =

ℓ
MF∑

i=1

−lg10(vCg (fi))

(1)

where ℓMF is the number of individual features
in the mystery text M to be identified, and fi is
M ’s ith feature. The relative frequency, vCg(f), is
calculated as in Equation 2:

vCg (f) =





c(Cg,f)

ℓ
CF
g

, if c(Cg, f) > 0

1
ℓ
CF
g

pm, otherwise
(2)

where c(Cg, f) is the count of feature f in the train-
ing corpus Cg of the language g. ℓCF

g
is the length

of the corpus Cg when it has been transformed into
a collection of features F , e.g., features of the same
type as f . The pm is the penalty modifier, which
is optimized using the development data.

The exact range of the used character n-grams is
optimized using the development data. In previous
versions of the identifier, we have semi-manually
identified the optimal character n-gram ranges and
the penalty modifier. However, on this occasion,
we decided to implement an automatic optimizer
to streamline experimentation. The automatic op-
timizer is first given initial character n-gram and
penalty modifier ranges which it then uses to popu-
late a todo-table. The parameters in the todo-table
are evaluated, and the results are stored in a master
results list. An additional top ten list of macro F1
scores is created with the parameters used to obtain
them. The parameter instances used in the top ten
list are checked, and nearby parameter combina-
tions are added to a new todo-table if they are not
found in the master results list. In the case of n-
gram ranges, the optimizer tries one higher and one
lower for both the minimum and maximum n-gram
sizes. For the penalty modifier, it adds and sub-
tracts 0.5 from the current one if there are no other
penalty modifiers for the respective n-gram range
in the master results list. If a “neighboring” penalty
modifier exists in the results list, the halfway be-
tween the penalty modifiers is tried if the distance
between modifiers is larger than 0.1. The cycle
of evaluating the todo-table, creating a top ten list,
and creating a new todo-table is continued as long
as the top ten list changes between cycles. An ex-
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Country # tweets train # tweets dev. # tweets test A # tweets test B
Egypt 4,283 1,041 ? ?
Iraq 2,729 664 ? ?
Saudi Arabia 2,140 520 ? ?
Algeria 1,809 430 ? ?
Oman 1,501 355 ? ?
Syria 1,287 278 ? ?
Libya 1,286 314 ? ?
Tunisia 859 173 ? ?
Morocco 858 207 ? ?
Lebanon 644 157 ? ?
United Arab Emirates 642 157 ? ?
Yemen 429 105 ? ?
Kuwait 429 105 ? ?
Jordan 429 104 ? ?
Palestine 428 104 ? ?
Sudan 215 53 ? ?
Qatar 215 52 ? ?
Bahrain 215 52 ? ?
Total 20,398 4,871 4,758 1,474

Table 1: The number of tweets of each Arabic dialect in the training and development sets of the NADI 2022 shared
task.

n-gram range penalty modifier
1 – 4 1.3
2 – 4 1.3
1 – 5 1.5
1 – 5 1.8

Table 2: An example of a master results list for the
automatic optimizer.

n-gram range penalty modifier
1 – 3 1.3
1 – 5 1.3
1 – 4 1.8
1 – 4 0.8
2 – 5 1.3
3 – 4 1.3
2 – 4 0.8
2 – 4 1.8
1 – 6 1.5
1 – 4 1.5
2 – 5 1.5
1 – 5 1.0
1 – 5 1.65
1 – 6 1.8
2 – 5 1.8
1 – 5 2.3

Table 3: An example todo-table generated on basis of
master results list in Table 2.

ample of creating a todo-table from a top ten list is
given in Tables 2 and 3.

We have published the code of the version used
in the NADI shared task on GitHub.2

The only external part of our language identifi-
cation pipeline was the Farasa morphological seg-
mentation tool (Abdelali et al., 2016).3 It had been

2https://github.com/tosaja/TunPRF-NADI
3https://farasa.qcri.org/segmentation/

# splits Macro F1
1 0.2049
2 0.2038
4 0.2011
8 0.2011
16 0.1980

Table 4: The results of the adaptation experiments on
the development data.

successfully used in the NADI shared task before
by El Mekki et al. (2020) and Wadhawan (2021),
and by Alrifai et al. (2017) already in the 5th Au-
thor Profiling Task at PAN 2017 (Rangel et al.,
2017). When the tweets are run through Farasa, it
adds “+” characters between morphemes.

4 Experiments

Manually optimizing the parameters for the NB
system, we arrived at the Macro F1 score of 0.2046
with n-grams from two to four and the penalty mod-
ifier of 1.40. After this, we did some experiments
with language model adaptation using the same pa-
rameters, but adding more splits to adaptation wors-
ened the results, as seen in Table 4. There was a
slight increase in the F1 score, which indicated that
some form of adaptation might be beneficial. How-
ever, it was clear that the accuracy of the identifier
was too low for adaptation to have any meaningful
effect, which is why we decided to leave adaptation
experiments until our non-adaptive identification
system would produce considerably better results.

The implemented automatic optimizer arrived
at the macro F1 score of 0.2070 using character
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Macro F1 n-gram range penalty modifier
0.2119 1 – 4 1.375
0.2111 2 – 4 1.375
0.2106 2 – 5 1.5
0.2104 1 – 5 1.5
0.2094 1 – 5 1.5625
0.2087 1 – 4 1.4375
0.2082 2 – 4 1.3125
0.2078 1 – 5 1.625
0.2077 2 – 5 1.5625
0.2072 1 – 4 1.3125

Table 5: The final top 10 scores with their parameters
on the development set. Farasa segmenter was used on
both the training and the development data.

n-grams from one to four with a penalty modifier
of 1.4375. The 0.002 score difference, when com-
pared with the manual optimization results, was
due to adding a space character at the beginning
and the end of each tweet in the training data–a trick
we had already done to the tweets being tested. We
arrived at slightly better results using the optimizer
with the Farasa-treated training and development
sets. The top ten combinations with their macro F1
scores after running the automatical optimizer on
the Farasa-treated training and development data
can be seen in Table 5. We have not used any mor-
phological segmentation with the NB identifier in
our previous language identification experiments
and cannot say whether using such segmentation is
generally advantageous. The observed 2,4% macro
F1 score improvement in this dataset could actually
be a random effect.

Clustering Experiments Dividing languages
into topic- or dialect-based clusters has proven fruit-
ful in our earlier experiments (Jauhiainen et al.,
2022b). We expected the training data to contain
Tweets on many different topics and hypothesized
that dividing the training data into several clusters
might be advantageous. Each dialect would then
be divided into several language models based on
these clusters.

We created a custom clustering software based
on the Naive Bayes identifier. It chose a random
tweet among all the tweets and created language
models from it. Then every other tweet was scored
using those language models, and the one furthest
from the original tweet was selected. Additional
language models were also created from the second
tweet, and then again, all the tweets were identified
using both models. If the model claimed only one
tweet, e.g., itself, the model was dropped out of
the repertoire as an outlier. Then the tweet being

# tweets # clusters # lang. Macro F1
in cluster combinations
2 61 1,119 0.1733
3 44 1,037 0.1682
4 15 935 0.1632
5 10 891 0.1607
6–9 19 858 0.1597
10–19 25 767 0.1540
20–39 16 588 0.1476
40–99 10 408 0.1378
100–199 4 263 0.1361
200–399 5 197 0.1413
400–999 2 108 0.1550
2,485 1 72 0.1748
3,674 1 54 0.1834
8,933 1 36 0.1964

Table 6: The results of the clustering experiments on
the development data. The total number of clusters in
the “# clusters” column is 214. The “# lang. combina-
tions” column indicates the total number of the cluster
– language combinations after all the clusters on the
corresponding row and above were combined into one
cluster.

as far as possible from both models was selected
as the material for the third model. And again,
all the tweets were re-scored, one chosen for new
models, and so on until none of the models claimed
more than half of all the tweets (max 10k tweets).
This resulted in 214 clusters for all the dialects,
as seen in Table 6. The displayed F1 scores are
the best results on the development set after all
the clusters on the corresponding row and above
were combined into one cluster. The results of the
clustering experiments were not good enough for
the clustering to be used in an actual submission to
the shared task. We still had some further ideas of
how to try to improve the results but were unable
to continue due to limited time.

5 Results

We ended up submitting only one run on each of
the test sets using the non-adaptive version of the
language identifier. First, we treated both the train-
ing and the test data with the Farasa segmenter and
then ran them through the Naive Bayes language
identifier using character n-grams from one to four
with a penalty modifier of 1.375. With the macro
F1 score of 0.1963 on test set A and 0.1058 on
test set B, our submissions reached the 19/19 and
15/19 positions for the respective test sets. The fi-
nal ranking for the whole shared task combined the
results of the two test sets. We were ranked 18th
out of the 19 participating teams, which shows that
our results were not competitive against most other
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submitted results. As of this writing, we have not
received the gold-standard labels for the test set.

6 Discussion

There are still several avenues worth exploring
when using the NB-based identifier in classifying
Arabic tweets. We intend to continue exploring dif-
ferent kinds of topic clustering methods to divide
the training data into different models. Currently,
we have no efficient means to utilize additional
unannotated data, and developing such means re-
mains a high priority.

7 Conclusion

We have presented the experiments we conducted
when participating in the NADI 2022 shared task.
Many of the experiments provided interesting re-
sults for further research. We were successful in
implementing a new version of the NB identifier,
which automatically optimizes its parameters, thus
leaving more time to explore ideas to improve the
identification accuracy. We reached the 19th and
15th places in the shared task.

Limitations

As seen from the results of the shared task, us-
ing a shallow NB identifier with character n-grams
is not currently competitive against BERT-based
deep learning systems in classifying Arabic tweets
according to their origin countries. These exper-
iments serve well in pointing out the limitations
of a system that has won several other language
identification shared tasks (Jauhiainen et al., 2019b,
2021, 2022a).
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